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and Jun Kyun Choi, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Recent IEEE and ITU-T standards for TDM-Passive
Optical Network (TDM-PON) with sleep mode recommend that
the Optical Line Terminal (OLT) in a TDM-PON should be in
charge of invoking an Optical Network Units (ONU) to move
into sleep state in absence of frames. It is considered that, on
upstream frame arrival, a sleeping ONU can leave sleep state, in
which an ONU turns off its transmitter or both transmitter and
receiver immediately, prior to its assigned sleep interval length.
In this paper, we refer to this approach as immediate early wake-
up (IMEW). According to the standards, the OLT may or may
not allow an ONU to trigger early wake-up function (EWF)
on upstream frames arrival. If the OLT does not allow EWF
(not support early wake-up (NSEW)), an ONU should stay in
sleep state during its assigned sleep duration and buffer all the
upstream frames while it is in this state. In IMEW, upstream
frames experience small delay but ONU’s energy consumption
increases remarkably. Conversely, in NSEW, an ONU consumes
less energy compared to IMEW at the price of increasing
upstream frame delay and possibility of its buffer overflow. In
this paper, the limitations of IMEW and NSEW have motivated
us to propose a novel Early Wake-up Decision (EWuD) algorithm
which aims at meeting upstream frame delay requirement while
reducing ONUs’ energy consumption as much as possible. The
role of EWuD algorithm is to select an appropriate time for
triggering EWF taking into consideration two factors: (1) buffer
overflow probability and (2) delay requirement violation of
upstream frames. We evaluate EWuD performances using our
TDM-PON OPNET Modular based simulation model under wide
range of scenarios. Findings demonstrate that our proposed
EWuD can successfully meet delay requirement of all upstream
frames while reducing ONU’s energy consumption significantly.

Index Terms—TDM-PON, Sleep mode, Early wake-up.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENERGY saving is an important aspect for developing
future information and communication technology equip-

ment. TDM-Passive Optical Network (TDM-PON) (e.g. Eth-
ernet PON (EPON), Gigabit-capable PON (GPON)) is a suc-
cessful access network technology which provides high speed
access to end users and consumes comparatively less energy
than other access technologies (e.g. Worldwide Interoperability
for Microwave Access (WiMAX) [1]). This has motivated
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many network operators to deploy TDM-PONs widely in many
countries throughout the world [2].

A TDM-PON is equipped with an Optical Line terminal
(OLT) which is located in the Central Office (CO) of service
provider and plays as a master equipment that controls con-
nected Optical Network Units (ONUs) (placed at the customer
side) through a passive splitter. In a TDM-PON, the bandwidth
of fiber link is shared within all connected ONUs. Conse-
quently, the downstream frames (from OLT to ONUs) follows
broadcast manner in which all the ONUs receive broadcast
frames from the OLT and filter-out their belonging frames
(e.g. using Logical Link Identifier in EPON). Whereas, the
upstream frames (from the ONU to the OLT) are forwarded
by ONUs during a dedicated slot assigned by the OLT (the
OLT uses Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation algorithm (DBA) to
decide each ONU’s dedicate upstream transmission slot).

Stupendous increment of energy demand of access network
equipment (e.g. ONU) has triggered many research initiatives
to maximize energy efficiency in network equipment. In this
area, we can already find several research efforts from in-
dustries and academia in maximizing energy saving perfor-
mance in TDM-PONs. For instance, Service Interoperability
in EPONs (SIEPON) IEEE 1904.1 [3] standardized two power-
saving modes: (1) TRx sleep mode (transmitter and receiver
sleep mode), and (2) Tx sleep mode (transmitter sleep mode).
Note that TRx sleep and Tx sleep modes are equivalent to
cyclic sleep mode and doze mode, respectively, defined in
ITU-T Recommendation G.sup 45 [4]. Thus, an ONU with
a power-saving mode is flipping between active state and
sleep state. In active state, an ONU is fully functional (all
components are on). In the sleep state of TRx sleep mode, an
ONU powers down its TRx unit and some other power hungry
components. Whereas, in the sleep state of Tx sleep mode, an
ONU switches off its Tx unit, while keeping the Rx unit fully
utilitarian [3].

TDM-PON standards with power saving modes in ONUs
(e.g. [3]–[5]) and several other energy efficient research pro-
posals (e.g. [6], [7]) considered that the OLT should be
in charge of deciding sleep interval lengths of an ONU.
According to many researchers, the criteria for the OLT to
decide whether an ONU should move into sleep state or not
relies on presence or absence of downstream frames only (e.g.
[6], [7]). In case of upstream, it is considered in [3]–[7] that
an ONU should leave sleep state immediately on arrival of
any upstream frame from customer premises. Leaving sleep
state prior to the OLT’s defined sleep period is termed as
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Early Wake-up Function (EWF) in SIEPON IEEE 1904.1 [3]
and ITU-T G.988 [5]. In fact, the conditions for triggering
EWF of ONUs are not part of the scope of the SIEPON
IEEE 1904.1 and ITU-T G.988. Likewise, proposals in [6],
[7] do not define ONU’s EWF triggering condition. We refer
to triggering EWF immediately on arrival of upstream frames
as Immediate EWF (IMEW). Note that IMEW can lead to
reduce upstream frame delay noticeably [8], [9]. The most
important limitation of IMEW lies in the fact that ONUs
in this approach will end up spending significant amount of
energy due to frequent sleep to active state transition1 under
high frame arrival rate scenarios. Furthermore, when an ONU
uses IMEW, number of control messages associated with sleep
mode could increase in a TDM-PON due to frequent wake-
up, thereby, reducing overall network energy efficiency and
minimizing bandwidth utilization [10]. Authors in [11] show
how sleep mode associated control messages could contribute
in increasing ONUs’ energy consumption.

In this paper, we argue that an ONU needs to take into con-
sideration the delay requirement of arrived upstream frames
and its buffer occupancy in order to make decision whether
it should execute EWF (leave sleep state) or not, instead of
leaving sleeping state immediately on upstream frame arrival.
The reason behind is that upstream frames can have different
delay requirements. Then, on arrival of upstream relaxed delay
requirement frames (e.g. HTTP traffic) at an ONU (assuming
that there is no strict delay requirement frames in ONU’s
buffer and the ONU’s buffer is not totally occupied), the
ONU can defer its EWF execution, instead of leaving sleep
state immediately. By doing so, the ONU could extend its
sleep period, thereby reducing number of sleep to active state
transitions and sleep mode related signaling with the OLT. And
consequently, the ONU will end up consuming less energy
than the ONU that follows IMEW.

SIEPON IEEE 1904.1 standard identifies that the OLT can
disable or enable EWF of an ONU. In this paper, we refer
to the case where an ONU is not allowed to trigger EWF
on upstream frame arrival as Not Support EWF (NSEW).
Thus, an ONU under NSEW is forced to stay in sleep state
during OLT’s defined sleep period. If the sleep period is
very long, upstream frames can experience unrestrained delay
(specially high priority Class of Service (CoS) frames), and
subsequently, some frames can be dropped due to ONU’s
finite buffer size. However, under NSEW, the ONUs having
long sleep periods can save significant amount of energy,
because they can complete OLT’s defined sleep period without
any interruption from EWF. Figure 1 presents the operation
of NSEW and IMEW including control messages exchange
between the OLT and an ONU.

Both of the aforementioned approaches (IMEW and NSEW)
have strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, it is very critical to
propose a solution which not only reduces ONUs’ energy con-
sumption by allowing them to complete OLT’s defined sleep
period whenever possible, but also meets upstream frames
delay requirement. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm

1The time required to gain synchronization and OLT’s clock recovery when
an ONU enters into active state from sleep state. In this paper, we refer this
amount of time as overhead time (OT ).
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Fig. 1: Comparison between IMEW and NSEW.

to reduce energy consumption of ONUs in a TDM-PON with
sleep mode. In particular, our algorithm follows a procedure
to select an appropriate time to trigger EWF after taking
into consideration delay requirements of upstream frames and
an ONU’s buffer overflow probability. To the best of our
knowledge, no former research has defined rules to trigger
EWF of ONUs in TDM-PONs with sleep mode. Performance
results obtained by means of our state-of-the-art OPNET
Modular based TDM-PON simulator [8], [12] show that our
proposal can reduce ONU’s energy consumption significantly,
while meeting upstream frames delay requirement.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related
work. In Section III, we present the system model, assumptions
and algorithm. Section IV shows performance evaluation of
our proposal. Section V presents discussion associated with
our algorithm. In Section VI, we conclude our findings.

II. RELATED WORK

TDM-PON uses DBA algorithm to grant upstream trans-
mission duration to all connected ONUs. Therefore, numerous
DBA algorithms have been developed to cope with higher
bandwidth utilization and Quality of Service (QoS) require-
ment. Authors in [13] noted that Interleaved Polling with
Adaptive Cycle Time (IPACT) [14] is one of the most robust
bandwidth utilizing DBA algorithms. In IPACT, ONUs send
REPORT control messages to monitor their buffer status. The
OLT collects ONUs’ REPORT control messages and uses
IPACT DBA algorithm to decide the upstream grant time for
each ONU. However, having an ONU with high bandwidth
request can lead to bandwidth saturation and that ONU can
sew up the upstream channel. Therefore, authors in [14] set
an upper-bound of bandwidth request.

TDM-PONs utilizing OLT-driven power-saving technique
facilitate existing master-slave OLT-ONU(s) architecture in-
cluding control messages provided by Multipoint Control Pro-
tocol (MPCP). For instance, SIEPON IEEE 1904.1 and ITU-
T G.988 standards introduce bunch of energy-saving control
messages (e.g. SLEEP ALLOW control message in SIEPON
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[3]). In this manner, the OLT is in charge of deciding an
ONU’s eligibility to let in power-saving cycle. Each power-
saving cycle consists of one sleep period (Ts) during which
an ONU stays in sleep state, and one active period (Tlisten)
in which an ONU can listen to the OLT’s further instruction
and inform its current buffer situation to the OLT.

An ONU in a TDM-PON with TRx sleep mode requires OT
amount of time (overhead time) to shift from sleep state to ac-
tive state. For instance, an ONU with conventional architecture
requires significant amount of OT due to synchronization and
clock recovery [15]. In this Long Overhead ONU Architecture
(LOOA), OT is between 2.125 ms to 5.125 ms [15], and the
ONU consumes around 0.7 W during sleep state [4], [15].
As a solution to decrease OT , authors in [15] proposed Short
Overhead ONU Architecture (SOOA) in which OT= 125 µs.
However, the small OT value in SOOA came at the price of
consuming 1.28 W during sleep state (i.e. consuming 83%
more energy than that of LOOA during sleep state).

SIEPON IEEE 1904.1 [3] identifies that PON equipment
should support EWF. Moreover, it recommends that the OLT is
responsible for disabling or enabling EWF of ONUs. However,
conditions for triggering EWF are not in the scope of the
standards. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm that
can choose a proper time to execute EWF. Our solution can
significantly reduce ONUs’ energy consumption while meeting
the delay requirements of upstream frames.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Similar to [3], [6], [7], we assume that in each upstream
DBA cycle (TC) there are gratuitous upstream grants TE
for ONUs in sleep state (of TRx sleep mode) in order to
send their earlyWakeupONU control message to the OLT for
requesting upstream grant (upstream transmission slot) on
arrival of upstream frames. We use the notation T ie to define
the gratuitous early wake-up grant during DBA cycle ‘i’ of the
current sleep cycle for a particular ONU (see Fig. 2(a)), where
TE= T 1

e , T 2
e , ....., T ie . We assume that the OLT invokes the

ONU to enter into TRx sleep mode based on the absence of
upstream and downstream frames. Furthermore, in this paper,
we consider that the OLT uses IPACT DBA algorithm to
quantify upstream transmission slots for ONUs. The following
subsections provide detailed explanations of the algorithm that
we propose in this paper.

A. Buffer Overflow Probability

With the objective to develop a probability of finite buffer
overflow for an ONU, we assume, similar to [2], [7], [11],
[16], that the upstream frame arrival rate (λ) follows Poisson
distribution. Hence, the probability that x frames arrive during
sleep period Ts is expressed as follows [16]:

P (x arrival during Ts) =
(λTs)

xe−λTs

x!
. (1)

Suppose that the ONU has finite buffer size denoted by
Bsize, and Bo defines its current buffer occupancy. We assume
here that the ONU can accommodate at most Bo+1 upstream
frames (Bo frames are in the ONU’s buffer and 1 frame is in
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Fig. 2: (a) ONU grants during one sleep cycle. (b) ONU sleep
behavior under EWuD having heavy frame arrival. (c) ONU sleep
behavior under EWuD when DReq violation point is less than Tlisten.
(d) ONU sleep behavior under EWuD when DReq violation point is
larger than Tlisten by less than one TC .

service). In order to experience buffer overflow at the ONU
during sleep period Ts, the following expression should hold
[16]:

x ≥ Bsize −Bo + 1 = Bsize − (Bo − 1). (2)

The buffer overflow probability can be stated as the proba-
bility of buffer occupancy (after Ts) exceeding the buffer size
of an ONU. Therefore, the probability of buffer overflow is
expressed as follows:

P (α(Ts) > Bsize) = P (x ≥ Bsize − (Bo − 1))

=
∞∑

x=Bsize−(Bo−1)

(λTs)
xe−λTs

x! ,
(3)

where, α(Ts) is the expected number of arrived upstream
frames after Ts. Suppose that the ONU sets upper-bound of
buffer overflow probability (β). Then, we can express the
buffer overflow probability as in Eq. (4).

P (α(Ts) > Bsize) ≥ β. (4)

An illustration of this situation is delineated in Fig. 2(b).
As expressed in Fig. 2(b), the execution of EWF should take
place at the next available TE (TNextE ) when buffer overflow
probability overpasses β. At this point, it is worth mentioning
that how to get β value is out of the scope of this paper (many
research efforts have been devoted in finding a value of β (e.g.
[17]–[20])).
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B. Delay Violation

In this paper, similar to [6], we define delay requirement
(DReq) as is the maximum allowed forwarding delay between
an ONU and the OLT. Our objective is to minimize ONUs’
energy consumption by reducing number of interruptions dur-
ing sleep state due to upstream frames arrival, while meeting
the delay requirement of upstream frames. Therefore, our algo-
rithm should select an appropriate TE taking into consideration
the delay requirement of arrived upstream frames, so that it
can secure the departure of upstream frames from an ONU
before violating their delay requirements.

Suppose that at time τ (see Fig. 2(c)) in sleep period Ts a
frame arrives with delay requirement DReq . We can observe if
the DReq can be violated based on the following expression:

(Tlisten − τ)− (OT +GD + PD) < DReq, (5)

where, GD and PD present upstream grant allocation delay,
and OLT to ONU propagation delay, respectively. If the
condition in Eq. (5) becomes true, the ONU needs to leave
sleep state prior to Tlisten. In such case, the ONU needs
to choose a proper TE for sending earlyWakeupONU control
message to inform the OLT of its transition from sleep state to
active state and claim upstream transmission slot. The decision
criteria for choosing the value of TE relies mainly on OT , GD
and PD.

To understand the factors that influence GD, let us consider
that the point of delay violation (τ + DReq) of an upstream
frame is located somewhere in a TC as presented in Fig. 2(c).
Note that, after an ONU wakes up due to upstream frame
arrival and claim for an upstream grant, it can get the upstream
grant in the next TC [6]. Therefore, the ONU requires at most
one DBA cycle to send its frames after leaving sleep state.
However, it could happen that the OLT’s allocated slot for
an ONU in next DBA cycle resides after τ +DReq , then the
ONU’s upstream frames will end up violating DReq . Taking
this into account, we consider that an ONU should select TE
at most two DBA cycles earlier than the delay violation point.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that, if the upstream frames
volume is high, it could happen that the allocated upstream
grant for an ONU making bandwidth request (using TE during
TC,i) resides after one or more DBA cycle later (i.e. TC,i+2

or TC,i+3). To avoid this, we consider that the OLT should
allocate an upstream slot in TC,i+1 to the ONU that leaves
sleep state using EWF during TC,i.

Similarly, when the delay requirement violation point of an
upstream frame in an ONU falls within the following TC after
the TC where Tlisten resides, then, DReq of the frames could
be violated if the ONU makes bandwidth request during the
Tlisten. We refer to the end point of the following TC as T endC,f .
In this particular case (see Eq. (6)), an ONU should wake-up
during the last TE (TLASTE ) of the sleep interval in order
to avoid delay requirement violation of the ONU’s upstream
frames. An example of this scenario is depicted in Fig. 2(d).

Tlisten < τ +DReq ≤ T endC,f . (6)

Algorithm 1: Early Wake-up Decision (EWuD) Algorithm
Data: Bsize, Bo, λ,DReq, β
Result: Early Wake-up Decision

1 {Find TNextE }
2 TCalcE /* TCalcE : calculated TE */
3 while TNextE < Tlisten do
4 D V = false /* delay violated */
5 Overflow = false /* buffer overflow */

/* Delay requirement violation */
6 if DReq < (Tlisten − τ)− (OT +GD + TP ) then
7 D V = true /* Delay Violated */
8 {Find current DBA cycle (n) and the total

number of DBA cycles (k) within the Ts}
9 for i = n to k − 1 do

10 if DReq > (Tne − τ)− (OT +GD + TP ) then
11 i← n− 1
12 break
13 TCalcE ← T ie
14 end
15 else if (Tlisten < τ +DReq ≤ T endC,f ) then
16 D V = true
17 TCalcE ← TLASTE

/* buffer overflow probability */
18 if P (α(Ts) > Bsize) ≥ β then
19 Overflow = true

/* making decision */
20 if (D V = true) and (Overflow = true) then
21 {Wake-up in TNextE }
22 else if (D V = true) and (Overflow = false) then
23 {Wake-up in TCalcE }
24 else if (D V = false) and (Overflow = true) then
25 {Wake-up in TNextE }
26 else
27 {Wake-up in Tlisten}
28 end

C. Early Wake-up Decision Algorithm

Based on the two criteria explained in Sections III-A and
III-B, we propose our novel Early Wake-up Decision (EWuD)
algorithm for ONUs in a TDM-PON with TRx sleep mode. On
the arrival of upstream frames, the EWuD algorithm checks
the ONU’s current buffer occupancy (Bo), λ and DReq , which
can be obtained from the CoS of arrived frames, as noted in
[21]. The ONU finds next available TE (TNextE ) from current
time T where T +OT ≤ TNextE . And then, the EWuD verifies
first if upstream frames’ DReq can be violated or not using
Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). Next, the EWuD algorithm measures the
possibility of buffer overflow using Eq. (4). Based on these
collected information, this algorithm takes into account the
following four cases to come up with the final decision:
(a) The first case refers to the scenario in which there

exists high CoS upstream frames (strict DReq) in the
ONU buffer and ONU buffer overflow is likely to occur
(measured based on Eq. (4)). In this case, the EWuD
algorithm uses the next available TE for ONU’s EWF
execution since the ONU’s buffer overflow probability
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overpasses β. The ONU sends earlyWakeupONU control
message in the TNextE after leaving sleep state. Therefore,
in this case, mostly, upstream frames are forwarded to the
OLT far earlier than their delay violation points.

(b) If EWuD algorithm notices that delay requirement of
ONU’s upstream frames could be violated (based on Eq.
(5) and Eq. (6)) but there is no possibility of buffer
overflow, it finds proper TE in order to execute EWF
(the procedure is explained in the algorithm).

(c) The ONU only has low priority CoS frames (relaxed
DReq); however, it is likely that buffer overflow could
occur. In this case, the EWuD follows the same proce-
dures as in the case (a).

(d) When the conditions presented in Eq. (4), (5) and (6) do
not hold, the proposed EWuD algorithm let the ONU stay
in sleep state up to Tlisten. The ONU wakes up during
Tlisten to get OLT’s further instruction and forward its
upstream frames if the buffer is not empty.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we compare performance results of EWuD
in front of IMEW and NSEW. We evaluate their performance
results using our outstanding TDM-PON OPNET Modular
based simulator model (this model presented in [12] and used
in [8], [22]). For performance evaluation, we assume that the
OLT assigns always a fixed sleep interval period Ts for an
ONU similar to [11]. We suppose that Ts= 50 ms2.

Similar to [14], [24], we assume that there are three different
CoSs of upstream frames having different delay requirements
(DReq) in a TDM-PON. Consequently, we consider that an
ONU maintains a separate queue inside its buffer for each of
the CoSs. These CoSs are:
• Best Effort (BE): Since frames with this class are not

delay sensitive, we consider them as the lowest priority.
Further, this class is served only when the higher priority
class queues are empty. Moreover, as all the queues
share the same buffer, it is possible that higher priority
frames can supersede BE frames when higher priority
class queues are full.

• Assured Forwarding (AF): We suppose that AF frames
have higher priority than that of BE frames. In this
paper, we assume that DReq of AF frames is 25 ms (i.e.
maximum delay to attain an acceptable quality for voice
over Internet Protocol in a local area network [25]).

• Granted Forwarding (GF): We consider that GF frames
have DReq= 10 ms (i.e. the delay requirement for some
delay sensitive Smart Grid applications [26]). This class
has the highest priority among all and can supersede AF
and BE frames in case when its queue is full.

We evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm
under two different ONU architectures: LOOA and SOOA (we
briefly introduced these architectures in Section II). Table I
presents the simulation parameters.

2The maximum time between two Report control messages sent from an
ONU to the OLT is defined in early EPON standards (IEEE Std 802.3ah [23])
as 50 ms by default. Therefore, the maximum sleep period for ONUs assigned
in many research is 50 ms (e.g. [6]).

TABLE I: Simulation Parameters.

Description Value
Sleep period (Ts) 50 ms
Power consumption in active state 4.69 W [4]
Power consumption in sleep state under LOOA 0.7 W [4]
Power consumption in sleep state under SOOA 1.28 W [15]
OT under LOOA 2.125 ms [15]
OT under SOOA 125 µs [15]
Upstream DBA cycle length (TC ) 1 ms
Number of ONUs 16
ONU buffer size 100 KBytes [27]
OLT-ONUs link speed 1 Gbps
Propagation time between the OLT and ONU 100 µs [13]

A. Performance under BE Frames

In this subsection, under BE frames, we evaluate the average
sleep duration and energy consumption of an ONU for all three
solutions (EWuD, IMEW and NSEW). To evaluate proposed
EWuD, we are interested to observe the performances under
wide range of β and λ. In our performance evaluation, β and
λ range between 0.05 to 0.8 frame/ms and 0.1 to 3 frame/ms,
respectively.

Figure 3(a) demonstrates ONU’s average sleep duration un-
der LOOA. We can notice from this figure that when β= 0.05
and λ= 0.1 frame/ms the average sleep duration is around 35
ms. However, with the increment of λ, ONU’s sleep duration
rapidly decreases. We can observe similar phenomenon when
β= 0.1. Note that a very small β value (e.g. 0.05, 0.1) enforces
the proposed EWuD to trigger EWF very frequently as the
frame arrival increases (i.e. case(c) of EWuD as explained in
subsection III-C), thus resulting in reducing the average sleep
duration. However, we can clearly observe from Fig. 3(a) that
when β ≥ 0.15, ONU’s average sleep duration could reach
up to 50 ms over the low frame arrival region (e.g. λ ≤ 1.5
frame/ms). This indicates that proposed EWuD lets an ONU
stay in sleep state during its assigned sleep period (50 ms)
without any interruption under low λ regions when β value is
relatively high. That is the case(d) of EWuD as explained in
subsection III-C.

Results presented in Fig. 3(a) lead us to conclude that in
EWuD the β is a very performance influential parameter. β
value can directly affect average sleep duration of an ONU,
and consequently, it can affect ONU’s energy consumption
performance.

Energy consumption performances of three solutions
(EWuD, IMEW and NSEW) are presented in Fig. 3(b). Similar
to [6], energy consumption results of each solution are pre-
sented as percentage of energy consumption of an ONU that
does not apply energy saving techniques (e.g. an ONU in IEEE
802.3ah standard). We refer to this solution as Always Active
Solution (AAS). This figure indicates that IMEW is the one
consuming the maximum amount of energy among all these
solutions. This is because, in IMEW, an ONU is forced to leave
sleep state whenever an upstream frame arrives. During high
frame arrival the frequency of executing EWF increases, thus
an ONU ends up spending significant amount of time for sleep
to active state transition in IMEW. This results in increasing
energy consumption in IMEW stupendously as illustrated in
Fig. 3(b). Figure 3(b) also depicts that in case of NSEW,
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(b) Energy performance under LOOA.
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(c) LOOA and SOOA energy rendering comparison.

Fig. 3: Average sleep duration and relative energy consumption compared to AAS under BE frames and different β values.

an ONU consumes the lowest amount of energy among all
three solutions. Note an ONU using NSEW can prolong its
sleep duration as it does not have EWF (ONU can stay in
sleep state during OLT’s assigned sleep duration without any
interruption). Consequently, an ONU using NSEW can save
significant amount of energy compared to EWuD and IMEW.
The major limitation of NSEW lies in the fact that it could lead
to increase upstream frame delay and loss during high frame
arrival regions. It is because an ONU using NSEW buffers all
incoming upstream frames when it stays in sleep state.

Figure 3(b) also demonstrates energy consumption per-
formance when an ONU uses proposed EWuD. Results of
EWuD reveal that the higher the β value the less the energy
consumption that an ONU can have, and vice versa (β= 0.05
presents the maximum energy consumption, whereas β= 0.8
presents the minimum energy consumption). Then, based on
results presented in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), we can also realize
that there exists a strong relationship between average sleep
duration and energy consumption performance of an ONU.

Next, we compare energy consumption performance of
IMEW and EWuD under LOOA and SOOA in Fig. 3(c). For
simplicity, we present results for β= 0.05 and 0.3. These results
confirm that EWuD always outperforms IMEW under both
ONU architectures. It is interesting to notice from this figure
that EWuD in LOOA provides better energy performance than
that of the results of EWuD in SOOA over the low arrival rate
region (e.g. 0.1 frame/ms ≤ λ ≤ 1 frame/ms in case of β=
0.05). However, as λ increases, we can observe that EWuD in
SOOA ends up showing less energy consumption compared
to EWuD in LOOA. Authors in [6], [15] report that SOOA
consumes less energy than LOOA when sleep interval length
is short, and vice versa. Therefore, we conclude that LOOA’s
energy consumption performance is better than that of SOOA
in low λ regions in both IMEW and EWuD. Additionally, β
value in EWuD controls when LOOA can outperform SOOA
under frame arrival rate (see Fig. 3(c)).

B. Performance under High Priority Frames

In this subsection, we are interested to investigate the
performance of EWuD, NSEW and IMEW under GF and
AF frames. Here, for simplicity, we present delay and energy
performances under β= 0.05 and 0.3. Performance results are
obtained based on LOOA. Furthermore, we assumed that DReq

for GF and AF frames is 10 ms and 25 ms, respectively. In

this case, we present results for λ= {0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5}
frame/ms.

Frame delay Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) re-
sults presented in Fig. 4(a) for GF frames when β= 0.05 show
that proposed EWuD successfully meet delay requirement of
100% of upstream frames for all λ values. If we notice frame
delay CDF result of NSEW, we can observe that 78% of
upstream frames violate 10 ms delay requirement. This is
because under NSEW, whenever the ONU moves into sleep
state it has to stay in that state until sleep period expires,
thereby increasing upstream frame delay significantly.

Even, in our solution, delay requirement is satisfied for all λ
values, we can notice that CDF results of EWuD for different
λ values significantly differ from each other. For example,
in case of λ= 0.1 frame/ms, only 38% frames have delay
below 6 ms, whereas, almost 99% of frames experience delay
below 6 ms when λ= 2.5 frame/ms. The reason to explain
this is as follows. We have noticed earlier in Fig. 3(a) that
with the increment of λ, an ONU’s average sleep duration
reduces. This actually happens because as λ increases, the time
between when the ONU moves into sleep state and when the
ONU execute EWF gets shorter in EWuD due to increasing
possibility of buffer overflow probability overpassing β (i.e.
the condition presented in Eq. (4) holds). This implies that at
high λ regions, average amount of time the upstream frames
wait in ONU’s buffer to be forwarded is less than that of low λ
regions. Consequently, during high λ regions, upstream frames
experience less delay than a low λ regions (see Fig. 4(a)).
Conversely, in case when λ is low (e.g. λ= 0.1 frame/ms),
in EWuD, EWF triggering decision is mostly influenced by
delay violation possibility (i.e. the conditions presented in Eq.
(5) and (6) hold) when there exists high priority upstream
frames (e.g. GF frames) in an ONU. This allows an ONU
in EWuD to hold upstream frames in its buffer longer for a
low λ value (e.g. λ= 0.1 frame/ms) than a relatively high λ
value (e.g. λ= 2 frame/ms) in which ONU’s buffer overflow
probability overpasses β frequently. As a result, in low λ
regions, upstream frames experience higher delay than that
of relatively higher λ regions in proposed EWuD.

Next, we present performance evaluation of EWuD and
NSEW under GF frames when β= 0.3 in Fig. 4(b). Similar
to β= 0.05 case, the EWuD meets delay requirement of all
upstream frames successfully. However, it is interesting to
notice from this figure that apart from λ= 2.5 frame/ms case,
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Fig. 4: Delay performance under high priority frames.

in all other cases the maximum amount of frame delay reaches
up to 9 ms. The reason to explain this is that, in this particular
case, the execution of EWF in EWuD is mainly based on
DReq violation possibility. Note that here the buffer overflow
probability is less likely overpass a large value of β (i.e. 0.3),
thus β is not playing key role to execute EWF in EWuD’s
decision process when λ < 2.5 frame/ms. It is worth noting
that when EWuD executes EWF considering DReq violation
possibility, it executes EWF two DBA cycles earlier than delay
requirement violation point, so that none of the frames exceeds
its delay requirement (the purpose of executing EWF two
DBA cycles earlier is explained in subsection III-B). As a
consequence, the maximum frame delay could reach up to 9
ms when λ < 2.5 frame/ms in EWuD.
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Fig. 5: Energy consumption of EWuD and IMEW under GF and AF
frames.

Figure 4(c) presents EWuD and NSEW delay CDF results
when β= 0.05. Similar to GF frames case, for β= 0.05, the
execution of EWF in EWuD is mainly triggered due to buffer

overflow probability overpassing β over high λ regions. As
this is a relaxed delay requirement case compared to GF
frames case, DReq violation possibility does not have any
influence on EWuD’s EWF triggering decision process under
a small β value (e.g. 0.05). That is the case(a) of EWuD
as explained in subsection III-C. For instance, when λ= 1
frame/ms, the maximum frame delay could reach up to 20
ms which is far less than the AF delay requirement value
(i.e. 25 ms) (see Fig. 4(c)). This implies that over high λ
regions, DReq violation possibility never affects EWuD’s EWF
triggering decision process. However, when λ is very low (e.g.
0.1 frame/ms), DReq violation possibility dominates EWuD’s
EWF triggering decision process, similar to GF frame case
which we can observe from Fig. 4(a) when λ= 0.1 frame/ms
and β= 0.05.

Figure 4(d) demonstrates results under AF frames when β=
0.3. As β is larger than the previous case, EWuD’s EWF
triggering occurs less frequent than the previous case, thus
forcing upstream frames to stay longer in ONU’s buffer.
Consequently, these results in worsening frame delay CDF
performance in β= 0.3 than the results in β= 0.05 case (but
none of the frames violates delay requirement in β= 0.3 case).

We can observe from Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) that NSEW fails
to meet delay requirement of all upstream frames (it only
meets delay requirement of 51% of frames). Results show that
EWuD once again outperforms NSEW (all upstream frames
meet delay requirement).

Results in Fig. 5 present relative energy consumption of
an ONU under GF and AF frames. When β= 0.05, we can
notice that under low λ (i.e. 0.1 and 0.5 frame/ms) ONU
under AF frames consumes less energy than that of the results
under GF frames. The reason behind this is that AF frames
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(a) Downstream frame arrival rate.
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(b) Upstream frame arrival rate.

Fig. 6: Downstream and upstream frame arrival rates of an ONU having 16 users during 24 h [6].

have relaxed DReq (25 ms) compared to GF frames (10 ms).
This allows EWuD to prolong EWF execution more under AF
frames case than that of under GF frames case, thus resulting
in increasing average sleep duration of an ONU under AF
frames. As a consequence, energy consumption results of an
ONU is noticeably less under AF frames than that of the
consumption results when the ONU has GF frames. However,
it is interesting to notice from Fig. 5 that with the increment of
λ, when β= 0.05, an ONU’s energy consumption results under
both GF and AF frames show similar behavior. This happens
because in this case EWuD’s EWF triggering decision process
is mainly due to buffer overflow probability overpassing β (as
we noticed in Fig. 3(a)). This leads us to conclude that when
λ is high (e.g. λ = 2 frame/ms) and β has a small value (e.g.
β= 0.05), under both AF and GF frames, an ONU ends up
showing similar energy consumption performance in proposed
EWuD.

An ONU’s energy consumption performance under GF and
AF frames when β= 0.3 is also depicted in Fig. 5. This figure
demonstrates that under GF frames an ONU consumes less
energy under low λ (i.e. λ < 0.5 frame/ms). However, when
λ ≥ 1 frame/ms, energy consumption performance slowly
increases as λ grows up. Similarly, in case of AF frames when
β= 0.3, energy consumption slowly rises as λ increases. It is
worth noticing that in this case we set large β value (0.3),
thereby reducing the possibility of buffer overflow probability
overpassing β under both AF and GF frames cases (i.e. the
possibility of occurring the case(a) of EWuD reduces (see
subsection III-C)). Therefore, in this particular case, delay
violation dominates EWuD’s EWF triggering decision process
(i.e. the case(b) of EWuD), and thus allowing an ONU under
both AF and GF frames to stay in sleep state as long as DReq

violation possibility does not occur under low λ regions (e.g.
λ ≤ 2.5 frame/ms under GF frames and λ < 2.0 frame/ms
under AF frames). Consequently, in EWuD, an ONU stays in
sleep state almost the same amount of time always regardless
of any λ value below 2.5 frame/ms under GF frames (this also
happens to an ONU under AF frame when λ < 2.0 frame/ms).
However, we can notice that under AF frames when β= 0.3 and
λ≥ 2.0 frame/ms, an ONU’s energy consumption performance
rapidly increases. The reason to explain this is that when λ is
high, EWuD’s EWF triggering decision process is mainly due
to buffer overflow probability overpassing β (i.e. the case(a)

of EWuD), thereby, reducing ONU’s average sleep duration
significantly. And thus, this leads towards increasing ONU’s
energy consumption noticeably under AF frames. This figure
also shows that IMEW always consumes significantly large
amount of energy compared to our proposed EWuD.

C. Performance under Combined Frames Scenarios

In a real deployed TDM-PON, there would be presence of
combined CoS frames. Therefore, here, we put an effort to
understand how proposed EWuD performs when there exist
combined CoS frames in a TDM-PON. In order to do so, we
evaluate performance of EWuD under wide range of arrival
rates which we obtain based on real network traffic trace
provided in [6] (authors in [6] collected both upstream and
downstream traffic trace for 24 hours time span (see Fig. 6),
considering that there exist 16 users served by an ONU). In our
simulation, we choose the maximum arrival rate value during
each hour for both upstream and downstream traffic from the
provided traffic trace in [6]. In this manner, we consider 24
arrival rate values for each TDM-PON communication link in
our simulation environment. In this performance evaluation,
we set β= 0.3. Furthermore, here, we configure the presence
of upstream frames assuming the ratios of GF, AF and BE
frames are 13%, 34.8% and 52.2%, respectively, as considered
in [28].

Figure 7(a) presents delay CDF results for EWuD, IMEW
and NSEW when Ts= 50 ms. This figure imparts that, in
EWuD, both GF and AF frames meet their delay requirement
successfully. Similarly, we can observe that, under IMEW,
100% of GF and AF frames meets their delay requirement.
In IMEW, the maximum frame delay can reach up to 5 ms.
This happens because an ONU in IMEW executes EWF on
an upstream frame arrival instantly, thereby, reducing upstream
frames delay noticeably at the price of maximizing an ONU’s
energy consumption. Delay CDF performance when NSEW
is in place is not satisfactory compared to EWuD and IMEW,
as can be noticed from this figure. In this case, only 23%
and 50% of GF and AF frames, respectively, can meet their
corresponding delay requirement.

Relative energy consumption results of EWuD, IMEW and
NSEW compared to AAS under this combined frame scenario
are presented in Fig. 8. Figure 8(a) presents relative energy
consumption of these three solutions in each hour of the day,
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Fig. 7: Delay performance under combined CoS frames with different Ts.
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Fig. 8: Relative energy consumption of EWuD IMEW and NSEW compared to AAS under GF and AF frames: (a) Energy consumption
every hour. (b) Global energy consumption.

and Fig. 8(b) depicts the global energy consumption. If we
observe global energy consumption results presented in Fig.
8(b), we can notice that NSEW is showing the least energy
consumption among all these solutions (it consumes 24%
of AAS energy consumption). We can also notice from this
figure that IMEW is showing the worst energy consumption,
accounting 72% of AAS’s consumption. On the other hand,
proposed EWuD consumes 41%.

To understand the behavior of proposed EWuD under a
small sleep interval length, we configured Ts= 10 ms, as
considered in [29]. We can observe from Fig. 7(b) that
EWuD can still successfully meet the delay requirement of
all upstream frames. Likewise to the previous case (Ts= 50
ms), IMEW outperforms EWuD and NSEW in terms of delay
CDF results. However, when Ts= 10 ms, NSEW shows better
performance compared to its performance results when Ts= 50
ms. The reasons to explain this is that NSEW allows an ONU
to forward upstream frames after sleep interval completion.
Therefore, the smaller the Ts, the less the delay experienced by
upstream frames in NSEW. Nevertheless, once again, NSEW
fails to meet the delay requirement of all upstream frames
even when Ts= 10 ms. Note that, in this case, an ONU’s
sleep interval length (Ts) and delay requirement (DReq) of
GF frames are the same. Therefore, one could expect that all
GF frames should meet delay requirement in NSEW. However,
we can notice from Fig. 7(b) that around 5% of GF frames
still fails to meet the delay requirement. The reason behind
this is that when an ONU leaves sleep state it requires at most
two DBA cycles to get an upstream transmission grant from
the OLT (the reason behind this is explained in subsection

III-B). Therefore, even when Ts= DReq in NSEW, the frames
at the head of the queue of an ONU’s buffer could experience
additional delay if the ONU is not allocated an upstream
transmission grant immediately after moving into active state.
It is worth to mention here that some applications in real
communication network has very strict delay requirement (e.g.
delay sensitive Smart Grid applications [26]). This indicates
that even Ts is set equal to DReq , NSEW can end up not
meeting the delay requirement 100% of frames. This leads us
to conclude that NSEW should not be considered as a practical
solution in a TDM-PON system, where meeting frame delay
requirement is given more importance over its energy saving
performance.

We can notice the relative global energy consumption of
these three solutions compared to AAS’s energy consumption
when Ts= 10 ms in Fig. 8(b). Results presented in this figure
show that energy consumption of EWuD, IMEW and NSEW
is 48%, 74% and 42%, respectively. Although, it appears that
NSEW provides the best energy saving performance, delay
CDF performance of this solution is not satisfactory (it cannot
meet 100% of frame delay requirement of both AF and GF
frames (see Fig. 7)). Therefore, this leads us to conclude that
proposed EWuD not only meets delay requirement under all
kind of frames but also can reduce energy consumption of an
ONU significantly.

At this point, we are interested to observe how presence
of high priority frames (e.g. GF frames) could affect delay
performance of comparatively low priority frames. Addition-
ally, we want to understand the influence of high priority
frames on ONU’s energy consumption performance. To do
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so, we consider two scenarios: (1) an ONU has GF, AF, and
BE frames (we refer to this as Sc(1)) and (2) an ONU has
only AF and BE frames (we refer to this as Sc(2)). In this
particular case, we set Ts= 50 ms, β= 0.3 and λ= 2 frame/ms
(overall upstream frame arrival). In case of Sc(1), we assume
the ratios of GF, AF and BE frames are 13%, 34.8% and
52.2%, respectively. On the other hand, in case of Sc(2), we
suppose that there are no GF frames, and the ratios of AF and
BE frames is 34.8% and 65.2%, respectively.

We can notice from Fig. 9(a) that AF frames delay CDF
results under Sc(2) are showing noticeably worse performance
compared to that of the AF frames delay results under Sc(1).
For instance, in Sc(2), only 43% of AF frames have delay
below 10 ms, whereas, under Sc(1), around 68% of upstream
AF frames have delay below 10 ms (see Fig. 9(a)). The reason
behind is that whenever an ONU in EWuD has GF frames, it
should set the EWF execution time taking into consideration
delay requirement of GF frames (GF frames have more strict
delay requirement than AF frames). Then, in this case, if the
allocated upstream slot for the ONU is not totally occupied
with the GF frames, the AF and BE frames are forwarded
along with the GF frames. And consequently, AF and BF
frames end up experiencing less delay in Sc(1) compared
to Sc(2). On return, relative ONU energy performance result
depicted in Fig. 9(b) shows that an ONU consumes slightly
more energy in Sc(1) than in Sc(2). Therefore, we can conclude
that, in EWuD, the presence of different CoS frames can
noticeably influence upstream frame delay and ONU’s energy
consumption performance.

V. DISCUSSION ON SELECTING β VALUE

We have found from results that, in EWuD, along with
presence of upstream frames having high CoS priorities (e.g.
AF and GF), β can influence delay and energy consumption
performance of an ONU. As mentioned in subsection III-A,
finding β value is not in the scope of this paper. However,
unlike authors in [16] (where β is set to 0.25 and 0.6), our
aim is to observe the performance of EWuD under wide range
of β (specially for BE frames). In order to set β value for
ONUs in a TDM-PON when our solution is in place, in this
section, we provide a brief discussion which can be useful for
TDM-PON operators.

In fact, over the last several years there have been noticeably
dedicated efforts in finding β (e.g. [17]–[20]). Most of the

research efforts adopted different optimization approaches to
find the value of β. The most common parameters to decide
β value are: arrival rate, buffer size, link speed [17]–[20].

A TDM-PON operator needs to take into account that
different ONUs can have different traffic arrival behavior
throughout a day. Additionally, it is realistic that, in a single
TDM-PON system, ONUs may not have the same buffer size.
Therefore, we recommend that operators who adopt EWuD
need to set β value dynamically for each of the ONUs taking
into consideration those aforementioned factors. Optimization
tools from the existing research (e.g. [17]–[20]) can be useful
means to find β value for TDM-PON operators. Otherwise,
they can rely on a heuristic technique (algorithm) in order to
set β value for each of the ONUs dynamically. This heuristic
algorithm may work as follows. The operator can choose an
initial β value, which is very small, for an ONU. This initial
value can be increased for a particular arrival rate at a given
time as long as a frame drop ratio overpasses a threshold value.
This threshold value can be set based on required service level
agreement for a particular ONU. Note that comparing between
different approaches to find β is also not the scope of our
research in this paper. We leave this for future research, as
our primary concern here is to design early wake-up triggering
algorithm for ONUs.

VI. CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, EWuD is the first solution
towards introducing novel EWF execution decision process
in order to meet frames delay requirement and avoid buffer
overflow, while saving ONU’s energy as much as possible. In
this regard, our proposed EWuD triggers EWF based on delay
requirement of upstream frames and ONU buffer overflow
probability. Our proposed EWuD has been evaluated under
different frames’ CoS priorities and ONU architectures (i.e.
LOOA and SOOA). We have compared proposed EWuD
results with NSEW and IMEW solutions. Results reveal that
EWuD and IMEW meet 100% of delay requirements of all
upstream frames under wide range of β and λ. Although
IMEW can satisfy delay requirement of all frames, it shows
the worst energy consumption performance among all three
solutions. On the other hand, NSEW consumes slightly less
energy than EWuD. However, a noticeable amount of upstream
frames does not meet delay requirement in NSEW. Therefore,
it appears that EWuD can be a very practical solution as it
minimizes ONU’s energy consumption noticeably and satis-
fies always upstream frame delay requirement. In our future
research, to find the most suitable β value finding approach for
EWuD, we want to conduct a rigorous performance evaluation
of EWuD under different existing β value finding approaches.
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